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In case of beef production, you should consider such breeds which are known for their good temperament and
also which are not labor intensive. Note that this article and business plan is about cattle fattening. The fact
that there is always a ready market for cattle cows, oxen, bulls, bullocks, steers, heifers and calf et al makes
the business ever green. But are we really true Buddhist? It will be good if there are good transportation and
other required facilities available in the selected area. Threats The greatest threats of our project lie with the
social stigma; the religious sentiments that society pose on our project as Bhutan being Buddhist country.
Working capital Fixed assets: Land Nu. The green fodder grasses will be fed to cows as per the dry matter DM
requirement and excess green grass will be conserved as silage which is good supplement during winter
seasons. This article will outline how to start cattle fattening business, and the cattle livestock farming
business plan-PDF, Word, Excel. Our Target Market Naturally, the target market of those who are the end
consumer of livestock farm produce and also those who benefits from the business value chain of the
agriculture industry is all encompassing; it is far â€” reaching. From the environmental point of view, our beef
cattle will be provided with pasture land for semi- grazing purpose thus posing minimum threat to
environment. What you need Land, Housing and Equipment A large enough area must be available for
erecting the necessary feedlots. The research on demand and market will be carried throughout the project life;
accordingly niche marketing approach will be adopted. It is important that you understand the mentioned
margins and conversion ratios before you start this livestock business. We know that if that is put in place, we
will be able to successfully hire and retain the best hands we can get in the industry; they will be more
committed to help us build the business of our dreams. Another competitive advantage that we are bringing to
the industry is the fact that we have designed our business in such a way that we will operate an all â€” round
standard commercial livestock farms that will be involved in diverse areas such as animal rearing and meat
and milk processing and packaging plant. This will maximize your profits of the cattle fattening farming
business. You can also search some online classified websites for buying cattle. For example, the start â€” up
cost for a fish farm is different from the start â€” up cost for mechanized crop farming, so also the start â€” up
cost for poultry farming is different from the start â€” up cost of DAJJ Cattle Farming Inc. Ayrshire , Brown
Swiss , Holstein and Jersey are some popular and common dairy cattle breeds. The easier you sell off your
livestock when they are mature the better for your business.


